Let R be a commutative Noetherian ring. A finitely generated Rmodule is called perfect if the grade of M is equal to the projective dimension of M . In this paper we bring a generalization of this notion for a complex of R-modules.
Introduction
The extension of homological algebra from modules to complexes of modules was started already in the last chapter of [CE] and pursued in [H] and [F] . The aim of this paper is to generalize the concept of perfect module to a complex of modules.
Let R be a Noetherian ring and let X be a complex of R-modules. The notion of grade of X, gradeX, has been introduced by Foxby in [F] as −supRHom R (X, R). (Here RHom R (−, −) is the derived of the homomorphism functor and supX is supremum of ∈ Z such that H (X) = 0.) The Gorenstein dimension of X, Gor.dimX, has been introduced by Yassemi [Y] as −infRHom R (X, R). (Here infX is infimum of ∈ Z such that H (X) = 0.) In this paper the complex X is called G-perfect if gradeX = Gor.dimX. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay ring and let X be a complex with finite (that is finitely generated) homology modules and H (X) = 0 for | | 0, then we show that X is Cohen-Macaulay if and only if X is G-perfect.
First we bring some definitions about complexes that we use in the rest of this paper. The reader is referred to [F] for details of the following brief summary of the homological theory of complexes of modules.
A complex X of R-modules is a sequence of R-linear homomorphisms {∂ : X → X −1 } ∈ such that ∂ ∂ +1 = 0 for all . (We only use subscripts and all differentials have degree −1.) We set infX = inf{ ∈ Z| H (X) = 0}, supX = sup{ ∈ Z| H (X) = 0} .
By convention supX = −∞ and infX = ∞ if X 0.
We identify any module M with a complex of R-modules, which has M in degree zero and is trivial elsewhere.
A homology isomorphism is a morphism α : X → Y such that H(α) is an isomorphism; homology isomorphisms are marked by the sign , while ∼ = is used for isomorphisms. The equivalence relation generated by the homology isomorphisms is also denoted by . The derived category of the category of modules over R, cf. [H] , is denoted by C. The full subcategory of C consisting of complexes with finite homology modules is denoted by C (f ) , and we write Familiar invariants of R-modules have been extended to complexes in several non-equivalent ways. We use the notions introduced in [F] .
The support of the complex X, SuppX, consists of all p ∈ SpecR with the localization X Ô not homologically trivial. Thus
The (Krull) dimension of X ∈ C (−) by the formula:
As −infX Ô = −∞ for p / ∈ SuppX it suffices to let p range in SuppX. The depth of X ∈ C (+) is defined by the formula
In case X is an R-module the notions of dimension and depth coincide with the standard ones.
Main results
Definition. Let X ∈ C (−) (R) and Y ∈ C (+) (R). We define [F; 12.28 
Theorem.(See
is said to be a reflexive complex if and only if inf(RHom R (X, R)) > −∞ and the canonical homomorphism
is homology isomorphism.
Definition. For a reflexive complex
If X is not reflexive we write Gor.dimX = ∞. It is easy to see that gradeX = grade(X, R) ≤ Gor.dimX ≤ proj.dimX.
Proposition 1. Let R be a Noetherian ring and let X ∈ C f (b) (R) be a Gperfect complex. For a prime ideal p ∈ SuppM the following are equivalent:
Now the assertion holds.
Proof. There exists p ∈ SpecR such that grade(X, Y ) = depth RÔ Y Ô + infX Ô .
Therefore by [F; 13.29] we have the following chain:
There exists q ∈ SpecR such that dim
For X ∈ C (b) (R) the Cohen-Macaulay defect is given by cmd R X = dim R X−
For the second inequality by using grade(X, Y ) ≤ dim Y − dim X and Gor.dimX + depthX = depthR = Gor.dimY + depthY we have the following chain
Corollary 4. Let R be a Cohen-Macaulay, X ∈ C (f ) (b) (R), and Gor.dimX < ∞. Then gradeX + cmdX = Gor.dimX + cmdX.
In particular X is CM if and only if X is G-perfect.
Proof. Set Y = R in the Theorem 3.
Proof. Choose q ∈ SpecR such that gradeX = depthR Ô + infX Ô . Therefore
The second equality in the above chain is from [F; 12.8] . For the second inequality choose q ∈ SuppZ such that grade(Z, X) = depthX Ô + infZ Ô . Therefore
The second equality in the above chain is from [F; 12.8] .
